COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT

When selecting a hose and tube assembly partner for large commercial jet applications, quality, service and performance
are not an option. They must be a given. Founded in 2004, Aero-Hose, Corp.’s legacy was built on its ability to offer
engineering-based solutions in a fraction of the lead time of other manufacturers without sacriﬁcing quality and
performance. With its aerospace pedigree, Aero-Hose, Corp.’s products undergo rigorous testing and quality veriﬁcations.
From traditional fuel, hydraulic and pneumatic lines to complex hose/tube combinations, Aero-Hose, Corp.’s products are
found from nose to tail in aircraft throughout the world. With an endless array of hoses to ﬁt any pressure, a variety of end
ﬁttings in a multitude of materials and conﬁgurations, and sleeving options for extreme heat or high chafe installations,
Aero-Hose, Corp. is the ideal partner.
R160 (240 SERIES):
The 240 Series is a lightweight high pressure 3000 PSI (207 Bar) aerospace hose qualiﬁed to AS1339. The hose consists of
an extruded smoothbore PTFE innercore, reinforced with CRES 304 wire braid in a single layer on sizes -04 through -10, or
a double layer on sizes -12 through -24. The PTFE innercore is conductive and provides excellent chemical resistance
through a temperature range of -65°F to +400°F (-54°C to +204°C) with unlimited shelf life. The pre-tensioned braid gives
240 Series hose the tightest bend radius of any metal braided high pressure PTFE hose. The standard ﬁtting material is
CRES, but titanium is also available for weight savings. Fire protection per AS1055 Class A & B can be either integral or
slip-on AS1072 ﬁresleeve. Chafe sleeves are available in a variety of integral or slip-on materials. Hybrid assemblies
combining ﬂex hose with multi-bend tube are a Titeﬂex specialty and provide improved vibration dampening, ease of
installation and maintenance over strictly rigid tube from sizes -16 to -24: less than AS1339 rating.
SERIES: 240

SPECIFICATION: SAE AS1339
BRAID: CRES

INNERCORE: PTFE Smoothbore
QUALIFICATIONS:
SAE AS1339

TSO C75 Type IIIB-S/P-F
AS1055 Type IIa & IIb, Class A & B,
Integral and Slip-on Firesleeve
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